The near year started with a splash as the Andrew Hainen Memorial Bathing Center experienced flash flood conditions, all thanks to our colleagues up at 6th Doug. Yet somehow the floodwaters bypass 5th Doug, Land of Jake “That Church Kid” Mills and his despicable minions. Perhaps the Man-Purse has the power to part the seas? Nevertheless, with an army of maintenance people at his back, our very own Dave the Brave stormed in there with an army of maintenance people at his back, and yessir, they Did Work Son.

In Brief:
- Whoa whoa whoa, a NICK approaches from the east! Beware, for his 10 meter Party Radius is most certainly lethal to those who have no time. Party in Nick’s Room!
- BobWatch begins this week. Hold onto your sanity everyone, here we go!
- Sources tell me that That Jon Character is hard at work on his latest plot. Beware, for he and his evil ferret assistant are not to be trusted. Jon, stop wasting our resources!
- Alright, so far so good, Arex hasn’t turned into a kitty… yet. Maybe that’s why Matt invested so heavily in that virtual Rottweiler kit.
- Ooh, favorite movies have been posted. Oh, what’s that, Paul? I don’t see IMAX Everest on anyone’s profile.
- Assassins has begun! …and Mike’s room is already dead. *pause for silence* Oh well.
- Notice to Ananth’s assassin: 10 bonus points for a hit to the sternum!
- Ah, and it appears Oliver has gone on a Killing Spree. And they say the South will not rise again...
- Welcome to Masey After Hours, where the Maseys go out to graze. Now Showing: Bears Trek III: The Search for a Good Quarterback.

Confirmed! Stalker Owl Alive and Stalking!

Ahah! The Stalker Owl has officially been caught red-handed! Here we have photo evidence of the Stalker Owl doing what he does best: stalking. He’s got the Insurance Dino looking over his shoulder, and the inspirational Yak scared to his skin. Why doesn’t our RA do something? I think this situation merits the making of another Rambo Movie.

This notice brought to you by Study Abroad in South Quad, “Exposing Engineering Students to Central, 1 T at a time"
The Grand DotA Statistical Extravaganza

Alas, after braving the battery of exam week and slaying the foul beast known as the Kenny, the DotAers close the book on a successful semester of Dotaing. Here we release the long-awaited stats:

DotA Games v. Time

Games per Week

Games per Week

Games per Week

Games per Week

ICCUP DotA is released, the world will never be the same again.

Matt and Brian attempt to retain 1st and 2nd in the US. The WoodChucks begin to gather in awe. Project 3 is silently lurking in the background.

Brian powers it down to take it on two midterms. Nick realizes that he has no time. Meanwhile Jon is, no doubt, being wasteful.

WoW-- World of WhyTheHeckAmIPlayingThis appears for the first time. DotA suffers as a result.

Matt’s heart stops when word comes that ICCUP went down (Tues-Thurs). Brett Cancer drops in starting Wednesday.

And exactly how many games did it come out to? The answer awaits on the next page. Hurry! For you must realize that you have NO TIME.
And the final total is: 

237

Let’s put that in perspective:
On average, each game lasts approximately 50 minutes. Also, there are, on average, 4.4 players per game.
So 237 games x 50 minutes x 4.4 players. That comes out to a total of 5.21 x 10^4 minutes.
Which is equivalent to 869 hours, or

36.2 Days
or 9.05 Days per Person
Um, Wow.

Guys, DotA?

Additional Notes:
Dota Records: Win/Loss (Rating)
Matt - 101/105 (3849)
Brian - 89/86 (3671)
Alex - 61/63 (2380)
Peter - 51/61 (2171)
Nick - 49/58 (1931)
Kenny - 19/20 (1609)
Ben - 20/23 (1056)*
*reset stats after dipping below 400

Average Win: +100 Points
Average Loss: -75 Points

Grading System:
1-799 D-
800-1999 D
2000-2999 D+
3000-3999 C-
4000-4999 C*
*Brian and Matt both were over 4000 points when we were fighting to hold 1st and 2nd.

Contest Winner:
Bryan Schumaker
with a winning guess of 215

Congrats Bryan! “Perhaps today is a good day to die!” Come see Jon the Untrustworthy to claim your prize!

Interestingly enough, Bryan’s was the only guess above 200 and below 9000.

Special thanks to That Jon Character for his dutiful recording of DotA stats on a weekly basis. And also thanks to Fake Brian for his careful and meticulous scrutiny of said stats. Also thanks to Nick for giving us enough time to complete this.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!
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